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CCA Rally For Conservation Illustrates Anglers Resolve

By Gary Loomis
Last month, nearly one hundred concerned anglers and
conservationists attended the “Rally for Conservation”
put on by CCA Washington and CCA Oregon. CCA
members came from as far away as the Tri-Cities
and Eugene to be at the rally, which was held during
a joint commission meeting between the Oregon
and Washington Fish and Wildlife commissions. The
commissioners were on hand to discuss the Columbia
River Gillnet Reform Policy, and despite the topic
affecting hundreds of thousands of anglers no public
testimony was allowed during the joint session. I couldn’t
be more proud of our member’s grassroots advocacy
actions. And as proud as I am of our members, I’m
equally frustrated with the staff at ODFW and WDFW
that continue to allow gillnets despite closures up and
down the West Coast due to poor returns this year.
It’s no secret that getting non-selective gillnets out of
the Columbia River was one of the main reasons that
I brought CCA and its proven grassroots model to the
Pacific Northwest in 2007. The six or so years that passed
before the policy was introduced felt like an eternity, but
those of us in the advocacy realm knew that the real fight
was just beginning. We are trying to change a deeply
entrenched system of management that is purely focused
on killing many fish as legally allowed. Gillnets compound
this problem by killing both target and non-target species.

The policy that was implemented has its flaws. I don’t
think it goes far enough to protect the fish. Observers on
the gillnet boats have been rarely used, gillnet fisheries
are still executed at night, and safe areas have bycatch
issues that are ignored. Beyond those faults, the biggest
issue that I have with the policy, is that it hasn’t been
fully implemented. There have been no attempts at
buying back gillnet licenses, an embarrassing sham of a
scanty observer program on gillnet boats, and continued
attempts by ODFW and WDFW staff to deconstruct
the policy. Who is being held accountable for these
embarrassing failures? The answer so far… NOBODY!
We’ve got a lot of upset anglers on our hands right
now, and I don’t blame them for their frustration.
Decreasing opportunities, rising fees and management
concerns have many fishermen saying they’ll no longer
buy a license. CCA has been working to get funding to
improve hatchery facilities and plant more fish around
the region for Orcas and anglers, yet it’ll all be a waste
if managers don’t wise up. Simply put, if management
doesn’t change, these efforts to plant more fish will be for
naught. That’s the reality of our situation right now and
it’s unacceptable.
The facts are clear. Gillnets are outlawed across
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Tangible Benefits Critical to Saving Imperiled Orcas
In mid November, the Southern Resident Orca
Task Force submitted their first year report and
recommendations to Governor Jay Inslee. As listed
in the report’s Executive Summary, one of the key
threats listed is a lack of salmon (prey) that these
Killer Whales need for their survival. Although we
do not know what corrective actions will be taken,
the report notes that remedies include hatchery
increases, harvest reductions (salmon and forage
fish), predation control and habitat improvements.
It is encouraging that many of the recommendations
are consistent with a letter CCA Washington
sent to the Task Force during the public
input process which focused on:
•

Increased Hatchery Production

•

Predator Control

•

Harvest Reductions

While many of the Task Force recommendations will
take ten to twenty plus years to realize any tangible
benefits, the three actions listed above can provide
almost immediate benefits with relatively minimal
costs. Harvest reductions, resulting from a recent
negotiation with the Pacific Salmon Treaty, will provide
real benefits to the killer whales. We also support
harvest reductions of forage fish, along with changes
to the commercial industry that would transition
away from non-selective gillnets and encourage
mark selective fisheries that would kill far fewer
ESA-listed salmon. These actions would allow for
an even greater increase in hatchery production.
We look forward to supporting Governor Inslee
as he aggressively pursues additional funding for

increased hatchery production and works toward
reducing pinniped predation. CCA will continue
to lobby our state legislators for increased hatchery

“Federal and
state fisheries
managers should
be encouraged to
increase chinook
and coho hatchery
production.”
- CCA Washington
funding and will work with the federal delegation
to obtain the authority needed to better manage the
unnatural and unhealthy levels of pinnipeds in our
state waters. We can expect that a number of these
recommendations will be discussed and voted on
by our elected officials in the coming months.
As usual, there will be a number of e-mail updates
from CCA this legislative session, which officially
starts Monday, January 14. Please respond to any
CCA Action Alerts that are sure to come your way
during the next several months. Your responses can
make a real difference in Olympia. If we do not have
your e-mail address on file, please call our office at
360-694-4300 or send an e-mail to info@ccapnw.org.
3.5” x 2”

Kayla L Gunderson, CRPC®
Financial Advisor
.

12014 S E Mill Plain Suite 100
Vancouver, WA 98684
360-892-1619
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The Importance of Efficiency in Hatchery Programs
Spend some time with sport fishermen around the
Northwest and I’d bet that you’ll hear something to the
effect of “we need increases in hatchery production.”
To be fair, they’re pretty spot on in their assessment. In
many parts of the state, we’ve seen reductions in salmon
and steelhead plants due to a myriad of reasons that vary
from legal threats from anti-hatchery groups (see story
on page 8) to funding challenges. CCA Washington has
advocated for, and secured well over $100 million dollars
in funding for additional hatchery production along with
construction of new hatchery facilities, and hatchery
improvement funds since our inception in 2007.
Unfortunately, additional hatchery plants don’t guarantee
more adults if the programs are not operated efficiently.
Recent data gathered by a CCA Washington
Government Relations Committee member has revealed
a serious issue that is holding back adult return potential
at one of the most important hatchery programs in the
state. The program in question, the Cowlitz River spring
chinook production funded by Tacoma Power, provides
opportunity for a popular in-river recreational fishery
that draws anglers from across the state. Regrettably,
this hatchery program is forgoing proven operating
protocols with detrimental results for anglers.

Do similar issues occur at other programs around
the state? It’s hard to say, but it’s clear that we need to
improve hatchery operations. We need to continue
to strive for better facilities, increase funding to help
hatchery staff achieve their production goals, and
strengthen commitments to creating the highest
possible adult to smolt return rate. If we truly want to
maximize salmon production, we must improve our
hatchery practices along with releasing more fish.

Changes made to the Cowlitz Hatchery spring chinook
program, counter to agency recommendations
and studies going back as far as 1991, have limited
potential adult to smolt return rates. Agency
recommendations for the program stated that plants
of spring chinook smolt should be made in March at
5/lb for best return rates. Presently, only 28% of the
program complies with the 1991 recommendation.
An equal proportion (28%) of the smolt are planted
in November at just 16/lb, while the majority of the
fish (44%) are being released at 8/lb in March.
Using data from the coded-wire tag database to ascertain
survivals of the 2013-2015 releases to compare March
5/lb survivals to the November 16/lb and March 8/
lb releases (excluding min-jacks) yields a concerning
trend. Results show that the March 5/lb had 76%
greater survival than the March 8/lb group and 733%
greater survival than the November 16/lb group. Based
on these observed survivals, the current program
produced approximately 9,000 adult fish. Taking into
account just size and time of release, if all fish had
been released in March at 5/lb, production could have
theoretically been 15,840 adult fish, a 76% improvement.
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High Performance Coolers,
Backpacks, Dryboxes, AC/DC Fridge
Freezers & Tumblers
ENGEL Coolers high performance
coolers & drinkware are built for more
than just keeping things cold. Rugged,
durable, and heavy duty.
When the heat cranks up, ENGEL is here
to cool things down.

Phone 561-743-7419 • engelcoolers.com
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2019 Washington Sportsmen’s Show

CCA Members Get Their Hands Dirty
Earlier this month, several members of the CCA
Sno-King chapter joined with volunteers from other
organizations to help improve habitat along the
Snoqualmie River near Carnation. The volunteers helped
remove invasive Himalayan blackberry before planting
native trees in their place.

It’s almost here! The 2019 Washington Sportsmen’s
Show, complete with new exhibits and features, is
scheduled for January 23-27 at the Washington State
Fair Events Center in Puyallup. As always, CCA
Washington will be on-hand with a booth dedicated
to promoting conservation and sport fishing. Our
booth will be offering bonus gifts with the purchase
of a membership, along with giveaways for kids.
CCA will also have materials with the latest advocacy
and membership event information.
As a volunteer staffed event, we’re always looking
for members interested in helping share CCA with
others at the Sportsmen’s Show. CCA booth volunteers
receive free admittance for the day that they volunteer,
and many 3-4 hour shifts are available. Please contact
our office at 360-694-4300 if you’re interested in
volunteering at the show.
Additionally, the CCA Tri Cities chapter will be hosting
a booth at the Tri-Cities Sportsmen’s Show from Friday
January 18th through Sunday the 20th in Pasco.

Steelhead Derby Benefits CCA

Projects like these allow CCA members to positively
impact their local watershed. This event was also
beneficial to the members, as they were able to network
with other community members and organizations.
Thank you to Stewardship Partners and Sound Salmon
Solutions for connecting our chapter with the event.
The Sno-King chapter is looking forward to more
days spent working on habitat issues in the area, and
they’d love to have you join them. If you’re interested in
participating in future habitat projects, please contact
our office at 360-694-4300 or info@ccawashington.org.

For the second year in a row, the Rogers Dodge
Steelhead Derby, based out of Lewiston, Idaho, has
chosen CCA as its benefiting conservation organization
with a donation made to the CCA Hells Canyon chapter.
The derby, which is coordinated by the Lewis Clark
Valley Chamber of Commerce, is the largest steelhead
derby in the world with hundreds of participants
annually. The annual week long derby starts on the third
Saturday of November and is focused on waters around
the Lewiston/Clarkston area.

In 2017, the derby created a new Conservation prize
category. Derby participants who added a special
Conservation endorsement to their entry were eligible
for a daily prize that went to an angler who didn’t
weigh-in a fish. Additionally, a donation, which was
matched by Rogers Dodge, was made to the CCA Hells
Canyon chapter in the daily Conservation winner’s name.
Thank you again to the Chamber and all of the sponsors
that make this wonderful event happen each year.
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Growing Awareness and Exposure for CCA Washington
Spreading the word about events and our organizational
advocacy work is an extremely important part of our
membership and donor recruitment efforts. With that
being said, many non-profits fall short of their goals in
this realm often due to a lack of media exposure CCA
isn’t immune to the communications challenges that
non-profits encounter, and the organization has been
working to increase our presence in the media over the
past year. This is largely due to increased emphasis in
communications planning, execution, and a dedication
to developing consistent messaging. CCA has been
featured across several different mediums this year,
discussing a myriad of different issues and events. Here
are just a few examples of CCA being prominently
featured in the media:
Social Media
Through videos, podcasts, and shared posts, CCA
Washington and CCA events have been promoted
heavily in the past year. While some of the content
was produced by CCA, much of it was crafted and
released by other anglers or sport fishing groups. Recent
examples of our social media outreach include: Fishing
Addicts NW feature on broodstock hatchery programs
and a King of the Reach derby YouTube video produced
by Angling Oregon. Endorsements of CCA events and
actions through digital mediums like these are important
to the growth of the organization’s digital footprint.

cable television program, Outdoor GPS, three
times over the past several months, with a focus on
derbies and advocacy issues. In fact, Outdoor GPS
even sent a camera crew to the King of the Reach
derby to craft a special segment about the event.
This segment, now available online, will be a great
recruitment tool for the derby in future years.

Radio and Print Media
Sea lion legislation, Puget Sound issues, and broodstock
programs were all featured topics over the course of
several interviews featuring CCA staff on America
Outdoors Radio and Northwestern Outdoors Radio
this year. Both shows offer prime opportunities to
share CCA’s perspective on issues, and the interviews
were very well received. CCA has also been featured
in the popular angling publication, The Reel News.
Gary Loomis’ bi-monthly column has covered topics
ranging from Puget Sound habitat efforts, angler access
controversies, sea lions, and hatchery support.
Television
CCA Washington has been featured on the popular
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By Don McBride
“By the end of the first day, the tournament leader had
boated 54 fish…”

Idaho, Montana, North Dakota, and even as far away as
New York to fish in the derby.

Wait, what? No, we’re not talking about bass or perch
fishing, folks. Let’s get serious now. This is a fall chinook
salmon derby, so let’s be real, okay? Alright, now let’s try
this again…
“By the end of the first day, the tournament leader had
boated, transported to the shore, and live-released 54
wild adult king salmon to the hatchery truck.”
It still sounds crazy, but its true!

New WDFW director Kelly Susewind reeling in a
nice wild fall chinook for the Priest Rapids hatchery
broodstock program. Photo credit: Don McBride
The goal is to catch wild fall chinook salmon for use as
broodstock at the Priest Rapids and Ringold hatcheries.
Doing so improves hatchery fall chinook stock genetics
at the Priest Rapids and Ringold hatcheries to meet
Hatchery Scientific Review Group recommendations,
and it has allowed the hatchery to produce at least 30%
of the hatchery fish that have at least one wild parent
since the derby’s inception in 2013.
WDFW employees and volunteers were transfering fish
non-stop from boats during Friday morning’s hot bite.
It takes a unique kind of derby to make these kinds of
results possible. The 6th Annual King of the Reach Live
Capture Salmon Derby is a cooperative effort between
CCA Tri-Cities Chapter, the Washington Department
of Fish & Wildlife (WDFW), and the Grant County
Public Utilities District (GCPUD). Conceived in 2012
when WDFW biologist Paul Hoffarth approached the
CCA Tri-Cities chapter with a proposal for sport angler
broodstock collection, the derby has grown each year
to become one of the flagship fishing events in the
northwest. Participants come from Washington, Oregon,
Page 6 || www.ccawashington.org
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The circumstances surrounding this year’s derby created
an almost perfect storm for an amazing weekend of
fishing. The fall upriver bright return this year was
the lowest in recent decades, prompting early season
closures from Buoy 10 all the way up the Columbia.
However, some of the local anglers correctly predicted
that the early closure would produce spectacular fishing
during the derby. Many of the fish arrived in the Reach
without having to endure the usual gauntlet of nets and
lures that usually thins out the run and culls many of the
“biters.”
With most other regional fisheries closed during the
weeks preceding the event, the special derby opener

After catching a wild fish, boats run back to the launch and transfer the fish to the fish collection teams.
on October 26-28 was the only show in town and it
attracted even more participants than usual. A record
277 anglers in 86 boats turned out to sign up as WDFW
volunteers for the event, incentivized not only by the
prospect of wide-open fishing on aggressive kings in
closed waters, but also by more than $10,000 in prizes
and refreshments funded by derby entries, GCPUD,
and other generous derby sponsors. As an added bonus,

53 derby participants signed up or renewed their CCA
membership!
The predictions of awesome fishing proved to be an
understatement. The first few hours at the White Bluffs

... continued on page 10

Dave Calhoun of Outdoor GPS (L) joined Guide Chris
Tannahill and crew for some world class fishing at the
King of the Reach Derby. Photo credit: Chris Tannahill
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Extremists Force Idaho Steelhead Fishing Closure
price. IDFG relies more heavily on funding from license
sales than most other state fish and wildlife departments,
and closing steelhead fisheries over an administrative
issue will harm their funding sources and in turn their
ability to conserve wild steelhead.

Photo credit: Travis Wendt

The Idaho Department of Fish & Game (IDFG) decided
to close steelhead fishing in the state, effective December
8th, in response to a 60 day Notice of Intent to Sue filed
by six anti-hatchery organizations. The potential lawsuit
was based not upon conservation concerns, but it was
instead designed to close selective recreational fisheries
because of an expired permit from NOAA Fisheries.
While the Fisheries Management and Evaluation Plan
(FMEP) review is being processed and will hopefully be
approved in the coming months, recreational anglers are
being harmed by another cynical lawsuit from extremist
organizations.
This closure is another blow to sport fishing in the
region, which has seen limited salmon and steelhead
seasons over the past several years. According to
IDFG, the annual salmon and steelhead sport fishery
is worth approximately $100 million dollars in the
Clearwater region. CCA Washington has initiated an
advocacy campaign to engage anglers and ask them to
encourage NOAA to expedite the review and permitting
process. Simply put, shutting down a fishery due to
administrative inadequacies is counterproductive to
actual efforts in restoring wild steelhead populations.
Sadly, this unfortunate situation, much like the Puget
Sound winter steelhead hatchery lawsuit in 2014, was
entirely avoidable. For nearly eight years, the new
FMEP required under the Endangered Species Act
wasn’t reviewed and approved by NOAA, leaving these
steelhead fisheries and IDFG at great risk of this type of
procedural lawsuit. This legal threat is clearly designed
to take advantage of this inaction. Unfortunately, the
recreational fishing community, IDFG, and the local
economies that depend on these fisheries are paying the
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CCA Washington, our members in Idaho, and the
recreational fishing community support wild fish
recovery efforts as well as responsibly managed fisheries.
With an observed impact rate of around 3.2% on
wild steelhead, the Idaho steelhead sport fishery is an
excellent example of a well thought out, conservation
photo - Jeff Hall
focused fishery.
If they truly cared about making a tangible
difference, greater threats to wild steelhead, such
as bycatch in non-selective gillnets, and predation
by over abundant sea lions, should be the focus
of these extremist groups. Forcing a closure to a
selective and important recreational fishery based
solely on an administrative shortcoming is not
the answer to real wild steelhead recovery.

CCA Members Supporting a Great Cause
This past September, several CCA
members donated their time and
vessel to a great cause, the Salmon
for Soldiers Annual Fishing Event
in Everett, where volunteers took
over 800 guests fishing. This display
of generosity by our members is
another great example of ways that
you can give back to sport fishing in
the Pacific Northwest.
Mark Ostroot, Daniel Goettling,
and Guy Horton of the CCA North
Olympic Peninsula chapter took
their boat from Port Angeles to
the Port of Everett for a day that
they won’t forget anytime soon.
These CCA members took out two
veterans for a day of derby style
fishing and returned to port with
a limit of chrome bright Coho for
their guests. Since the goal for
everyone at the derby was to get
soldiers and veterans into fish, derby
participants were sharing hot bite
locations, gear tips, and more.
The derby provides mystery weight
prizes for participating servicemen,
including a Lund boat complete with
a motor. The Salmon for Soldiers
event has become an extremely
popular and impactful fishing derby
that requires a dedicated team of
volunteers to operate. As of our
press deadline, the 2019 date is yet
to be determined, but it will most
certainly fall occur between late
August and mid September.
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Having been a captain at the
event for several years, Ostroot
is passionate about sharing the
magic of sport fishing in the Pacific
Northwest with others. He sees it as
an excellent opportunity for other
CCA members and chapters to team
up for another great cause. With the
event nearly maxed out, Ostroot is
working to coordinate new CCA
entries for boat captains to help
accommodate more soldiers and
veterans in 2019. This would entail
pre-registering with Mark, checking
in the evening before the derby, and
taking soldiers out salmon fishing
the following day.

on the lookout for new volunteers
to help with the Everett event. The
organization also coordinates fishing
trips for soldiers throughout the
year, at no cost to the servicemen.
In the spirit of volunteerism,
we encourage our members
who are interested in hosting
anglers and fishing the event to
contact Mark Ostroot at mark.
ostroot@priceford.com. If you’re
interested in helping support
the operational side of the derby,
please contact salmonforsoldiers@
gmail.com. We hope to see you in
Everett for the derby next year!

The Salmon
for Soldiers
organization is
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King of the Reach Story continued...
collection point provided a ferocious bite, straining the
fish-collection capabilities and requiring four tankers
to shuttle fish to the hatchery. The first day’s catch of
over 700 fish smashed the previous three-day total
record of 541 fish, and the derby total of 1209 fish to the
hatchery creates the opportunity for as much as 100% of
GCPUD’s production to have a wild parent.

“Over 1200 fish were caught during
the three day derby, smashing the
previous record of 541 fish set in
2015.” - CCA Washington
The derby also provided a great opportunity to showcase
the value of sport fishing and conservation to some
important dignitaries. The new WDFW director, Kelly
Susewind, and WDFW legislative liason Raquel Crosier,
joined Tri-Cities Chapter president Don McBride Friday
for a great day of fishing and conversation. Guests
during the weekend also included State Representative
Tom Dent of Moses Lake, as well as Washington Fish
and Wildlife commissioners Dave Graybill and Barbara
Baker. In addition, film crews from Outdoor GPS and
Angling Oregon captured and shared some fantastic
footage of the fun.

plans are already underway to capitalize on this year’s
successes as we make improvements for next year’s
derby, anticipated to be held October 25-27, 2019.
I should probably mention our 2018 derby winner.
This year’s King of the Reach is Tyler Stahl,
whose boat put on a clinic with 76 salmon. At
least 7 boats eclipsed the 40 fish mark this year!
Stay tuned for an even better event in 2019.

Cover Story continued...
the nation (and in much of the world) because they
can’t decipher between targeted and non-targeted
fish. They don’t belong in Washington waters
either! These decision makers can’t control ocean
conditions or drought, but they sure as heck can
change how we harvest our fish. If the closures
from Alaska to Oregon are any indication, the time
to sit by while our fisheries are decimated is over.
Stand up for what’s right and demand accountability
from our fisheries managers. Keep up the fight!

MAKE S
URE YO
U
HAVE T
HE RIGH
T
GEAR

Of course the unprecedented turnout and fantastic
fishing had its challenges for the derby team, and

I have lack of
steering in turbulant and
windy conditions.

My autopilot
works overtime to keep
me on track.

I have a hard time
controlling my boat
at slow speeds.

CONTACT US, WE HAVE THE SOLUTION!

45M-DOLPHIN
SCAN CODE
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45M-ORCA

45M-MINNOW

Uncle Norm’s Marine Products
PH:(509) 735-2106
Email: info@bogert-mfg.com
www.unclenormsmarineproducts.com

SCAN CODE

Member Photo Spotlight
Check out these great catches by CCA Washington members and supporting guides. Submit your best photos to
info@ccawpnw.org to share in the next edition of the Ripple Effect. Chosen submissions will receive a new CCA hat.

CCA Tri Cities member David Dalan
holds a perfect Columbia fall chinook

Mandy Testerman of the Yakima
chapter with a nice summer steelhead

CCA Sno King’s Gary McGrew
displays a Baker Lake sockeye salmon

Rick Godwin of the North Snohomish
chapter with a Banks Lake walleye

CCA Tri Cities member Dheyaa
Hammadi holding a nice fall chinook

Troy Broders of the CCA Tri Cities
chapter casts on the Hanford Reach

Contact Us
Washington Office
11805 NE 99th Street Suite 1350
Vancouver, WA 98682

877-255-8772
Comments or questions?

Please contact: info@ccapnw.org
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Coastal Conservation Association Membership Application
MEMBER INFORMATION
r

Renewal Dues

r

New Membership

Name___________________________________________________________________________

METHOD OF PAYMENT
r Cash Enclosed
r Check or Money Order Enclosed

Associate Member Name(s) (if applicable)______________________________________________

r Mastercard

r Amex

Member ID# (if renewing)___________________________________________________________

r Visa

Address_________________________________________________________________________

Credit Card #_______________________

City/State__________________________________ Zip________________

Exp. Date__________________________

Phone_____________________ Email_________________________________________________

Signature__________________________

r Discover

Gift Membership From:_____________________________________________________________
r $35 MEMBER: Membership card, window decal, 2 bumper stickers, TIDE magazine.
r $100 MEMBER: All of the above plus CCA print of your choice
r $15 ASSOCIATE: Per each family member. All member privileges except TIDE. Send names.
r $200 SPONSOR: Bronze lapel pin, print, plus member gifts.
r $500 PATRON: Silver lapel pin, print, plus member gifts.
r $1,000 LIFE MEMBER: Life Member display piece, print, plus member gifts.
Quarterly payment option available.
r $10 YOUTH: Rising Tide newsletter, three NEW TIDE logo decals, iron-on T-shirt
transfer, redfish & speckled trout sticker. For members 17 and younger.
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Complete this form and send to:
Coastal Conservation Association
11805 NE 99th Street Suite 1350
Vancouver, WA 98682
Ph. 877-255-8772
Ph. 360-694-4300
www.ccawashington.org

